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After the death of her mother, Kay Seger abandons her career as a historical consultant to a Los Angeles film
company and returns to her childhood home in Michigan. There, she rekindles a teenage love affair with Joe
Chase, now a Vietnam War veteran and Ford auto worker. Afflicted by grief and the mysterious symptoms
of an unidentified ailment, Kay, at Joe's urging, begins an investigation of her family's past.

As Kay pores over the boxes of papers, letters, and photo albums her mother left behind, vivid recollections
of a bygone Detroit, ragged and teeming at the start of the automotive age, come to life alongside snapshots
of Michigan's rural western counties after the settlement of the frontier. In the midst of her searches, Kay
comes across the long-forgotten medical history of nostalgia, and it is this new knowledge that helps her to
recover the lost histories of her family and find a resolution to her troubled relationship with Joe.

An exploration of memory as both pathology and promise, Ford Roadoffers a moving examination of the
injuries we inflict on the people closest to us, the worldly injuries that are often beyond our control, and our
astonishing ability to act upon and inhabit our own stories. It is also a meditation on American car culture,
the road, and the role of early Hollywood in the creation of America's vision of itself. Written in spare,
evocative prose, historian Amy Kenyon's first novel is as heartbreaking as it is thought-provoking.
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From reader reviews:

Toby Terry:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Yeah, you can
choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a go
walking, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or maybe read a book called Ford Road?
Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time using your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Augustine Klotz:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive now,
people have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place
and notice through surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while
is reading. Yes, by reading a e-book your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand up than
other is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this Ford Road
book as beginning and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Roxanne Mazon:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This Ford Road book is readable simply by you who hate those perfect word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving actually
decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer regarding Ford Road content conveys prospect
easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it just
different in the form of it. So , do you still thinking Ford Road is not loveable to be your top listing reading
book?

Catherine Cote:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you may have it in
e-book way, more simple and reachable. This specific Ford Road can give you a lot of pals because by you
considering this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like an interesting
person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer you information that
maybe your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than other make you to be great folks. So , why hesitate?
Let's have Ford Road.
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